We consider a generalized anisotropic planar-rotor model on a triangular lattice for interchain orientational ordering of undoped and doped polyacetylene, and investigate the effects of various terms on the symmetry and the range of stability of the observed herringbone (HB) phases. Dipole, quadrupole, and octopole interactions are included in the model with sixfold crystal-field anisotropy and are analyzed within the meanfield theory. The relative strength of these interactions can be estimated from the observed setting angle of the HB phase with the help of the smallness of crystal-field anisotropy. A model where the polymer chain is represented by a ''quadrupolar'' mass density only has various phases as the temperature and the interaction parameters are varied. Among them, the HB phase is found below a critical temperature T c for some range of the parameter space, and the setting angle of the HB phase is 45° and independent of temperature. Competition between quadrupole and other interactions such as dipole or octopole, parametrized by the ratio of interaction strengths λ, results in an additional phase transition at T' c (λ) and makes the setting angle vary with the temperature below T' c (λ). For a model with quadrupole and octopole terms, there are two degenerate states of the setting angle related by θ'=π/2-θ. This degeneracy does not reflect a symmetry of the system and is lifted by the dipole terms. For a model with quadrupole and dipole interactions, the setting angle increases as the temperature is reduced below T' c (λ). From these results, we conclude that quadrupole and dipole interactions are important terms to explain experimental observations. Effects of crystal-field anisotropy resolve the twofold degeneracy, destroy the critical behavior associated with T' c (λ), and make the setting angle temperature dependent over the entire range of temperature below T c . Crucial information on the interaction parameters of the model can be obtained through the temperature dependence of the setting angle of the HB phase. 
I. INTRODUCTION Doping of conducting polymers involves charge transfer to~-electron manifolds and the insertion of counter ions between polymer chains. As a result, the doping process induces considerable perturbation of the crystal structure of the pristine polymer, and leads to the formation of a new ordered structure depending on the degree of crystallinity of the starting polymer and the size of the counter ion. Identification of the structure of these phases induced by doping is of fundamental importance, because electronic properties are determined by the structure. Shacklette The space group of trans (CH ) was det-ermined to be P2, /n. Polymer chains form a herringbone (HB) structure on a pseudotriangular lattice, ' and the setting angle of the HB phase with respect to [100] was found to be about 55', as shown in Fig. 1 .
The analogous problem in one dimension has been studied intensively over the last decade; that is, the problem of intercalated graphites, which involves formation of an ordered one-dimensional (directed along the chain axis), ' which is the same physical argument that was adopted in the staging Harniltonian in the problem of intercalated graphite. ' The mass distribution of the rotor which models the polymer chain will be decomposed into various angular momentum channels. We will include m=O, 1, 2, and 3 components, which represent "monopole, " "dipole, " "quadrupole, " and "octopole" moments of the mass distribution. Relative strength among these terms has not been estimated from a more microscopic theory. However, as we will see in Sec. III, the information on the relative strength of these terms can be obtained from the temperature dependence on the setting angle of the HB phase. Because the (CH), chain is not symmetric under the rotation by m about an axis parallel to the chain axis, the dipole moment will not vanish in general. In fact, as shown in Sec. III D, the dipole interaction is found to be essential to explain the experimental observation of the HB phase-setting angle. The quadrupole moment in two dimensions is represented by Q",(8J ) =a cos(28'), Q~~(8J ) = -a cos(281 ), and Q (8i ) = Q~"(8i ) = a sin(28 ), where 0 is the angular displacernent of the jth rotor with respect to the x axis, and a is the magnitude of the quadrupole moment determined by the mass distribution. Invariant forms for the interaction between quadrupole rnoments are (I', j) teractions, the 2-1 model, will also be analyzed, for which the orientational energy is given by +P, g cos(8; -P; )cos(8 -P; ), (I,j) (2) H~) =H~+H) (6) where p, /a, = -3 and a, )0 for electrostatic interactions between dipoles. We will also consider H~=a~g cos (48, -48 ) +P~g cos(48, -4P; )cos(48 -4P; ) .
When a = -P/2, Eq. (I) is reduced to H = -g cos(28;+28 -4P;, ), (I,j) which was referred to as the anisotropic planar-rotor model and studied by several groups. ' Finally, we con- We will develop a mean-field theory for the free energy per rotor, F, for these models using the ansatz S, (m)= -T 'BU; B/(si n(m;8)) . Here we introduce the order parameters C;(m) and S;(m), which are allowed to depend on the site index i
We assume that quadrupole interactions are dominant, so that the dominant order parameters are C, (2) and S, (2 
For a rather general interaction given by We start with an analysis of the instabilities within Landau theory; As in Eqs. (22) we have (sin(28)) over (cos(28)), we find that the setting angle is always 45 over the entire range of temperature below T, . As described in the Introduction, the experimental observation of the HB setting angle is about 55'. From these results, our conclusion about the model, where we represent the polymer chain with the quadrupole moment only, is that it is not possible to obtain the HB phase with a 55' setting angle. In the following sections, therefore, we will include other interactions to obtain the HB phase with a 55' setting angle. (68 ), (28) where positive V3 favors the orientation along the bond direction, and negative V3 favors the orientation along between the bond directions, in the notation of Fig. 1 
To determine the sign of the fourth-order term at the transition temperature, we set T = a+ 3P/2 in Eq. (37) If A, )A,"(sin(48) ) becomes critical first as temperature is reduced. Hence, the setting angle is 22. 5' (65.5 ) between T, z and T, z(A, ) and increases (decreases) as temperature is lowered below T, z(k). The preceding arguments are shown in Fig. 6 for a 
where (cos (8) ) represents the thermal average of cos (8) on one sublattice and (cos (8) 
-A(3a+ -, 'P)(cos (8) 
We find that for p& p, = -", , the eigenvalue which first becomes negative is +( -Sa -2p+ 32a, +24p, ) I 1+e '"I~ ( 71) We now set cos(qa)=2cos (qa/2) -1 and~1+e "~= (20) and (22).
To obtain the fourth-order terms in the Landau expansion, we need to extend the expansion in Eqs. (18) 
and, using Eq. (A12), 
